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Virtual learning services 
For a number of years, Superstar Communicator has delivered
virtual learning options for businesses, organisations and
individuals internationally. Specialising in Impact and
communication for emerging leaders as talented individuals at
all levels of organisations. Since. The Covid Crisis, all face to
face training topics have been adapted for remote learning.
Susan Heaton-Wright has delivered over 100 virtual
workshops and masterclasses to organisations including
Deloitte, Invesco, RBS, CII organisations and Women in
Property. There have been attendees from over 80 nations.
All of the workshops and masterclasses use ADDIE principles
on learning and are VILT: Virtual Instructor Led Training; fully
interactive with participants actively encouraged to contribute
to the ‘chat’; polls and we normally stay on after the call
because individuals wish to ask other questions.



CPD Accredited Virtual Workshops & Masterclasses
Our virtual workshops and masterclasses are CPD Accredited; the
content, structure, delivery and learning outcomes have been
rigorously assessed by an independent organisation. This ensures the
quality and value of the webinars is of the highest standard. The
workshop are accompanied by workbooks; are interactive with
participation from attendees and access to additional learning
resources after the workshop. We also tailor the workshops to the
client’s requirements, and the service includes a pre-training meeting,
blended learning material to support the topic and creating a unique
workshop for your company or team.



Types of virtual 
learning

Bespoke Live Virtual 
Workshop. We create a 

workshop specifically 
for your organisation. 

This includes a planning 
call, time to design an 

ADDIE learning 
experience, workbook, 
welcome email before 
the training, access to 
blended learning after 

the workshop, post-
training call

Tailored 
workshop/masterclass. 
This live webinar could 

be a combination of 
topics from our 

‘webinar menu’. We 
create a webinar for 

your organisation. The 
service includes a pre-

delivery meeting,  
welcome video  for 

attendees, work book, 
access to blended 

learning material, post 
training-call.

Live masterclass where 
we will make minor 

tweaks to target your 
employees. The service 

includes a short 
planning call with the 
client to be clear  on 

outcomes. The service 
includes a short 

worksheet.

Recorded masterclass 
from the existing list of 

webinars.  This is an 
evergreen recording. 
The service includes a 

short worksheet.



Feedback
“Susan was booked in for a soft skills event focusing on making an impact in a meeting as we'd heard good things about her content and delivery plus
her impressive and varied track record. At very late notice due to the challenges around Corona Virus, rather than delay indefinitely Susan and I agreed
to run the event as a seminar as Susan is CPD accredited via this medium. This did mean Susan would have to make some last minute content changes
which was no trouble for her. The event went very smoothly despite it being a first virtual seminar for our Institute and Susan's revised content and
delivery was first class along with her impressive knowledge and experience. It has been a pleasure dealing with Susan and I would not hesitate to
recommend her and her services to anyone. Thank you so much Susan.” Gavin Potter, Senior Property Consultant at Aviva

“This for me was my first virtual CPD session during the covid19 pandemic so was feeling somewhat isolated with not being able to meet physically CII 
colleagues and listen to speakers on varying subjects but didn't Susan change that! A great talk that took us through what we wanted out of 
conversations, listening skills and how to engage any audience by making a compelling start. Her presentation was very interactive and allowed 
delegates to really get involved so well-thought-through entirely. Thank you Susan!” Branko Bjelobaba FCII FCA compliance and entertaining training

“I attended Susan’s seminar on Preparing for Public Speaking through Zoom. She was very effective with her amazing personality and knowledge of the 
subject area. Susan had the delegates all standing up doing vocal and physical exercises to raise energy. It instantly worked!! Very good indeed” Donna 
McGrath, Qualified coach for lawyers; former solicitor



More Feedback
“Thank you Susan for presenting two excellent live workshops for Women in Property - 'Facilitating Meetings Virtually' and 'Be seen, 
be heard: making an impact virtually'. Both focused on how we are all needing to adjust to a new way of working and communicating 
via screens. She delivered them with great professionalism, warmth and a clear understanding of the issues...and how to overcome
them. The Q&As are when you find out just how engaged the audience is and, for both these webinars, the questions and anecdotes 
were really lively, with some terrific feedback. Highly recommended!” Sue Maguire Director, Milestone PR Ltd

Susan’s training session was very informative and gave me some great ideas to boost my online teaching. She has a great deal of 
energy and her energetic personality made the session very enjoyable. Thank you Susan! Ross Child. Head of Foreign Languages, 
St Columbas College

It has been a pleasure to have Susan present some excellent virtual  seminars for the Luton & Hertfordshire Insurance Institute.
Herwebinars are always energising and engaging and we receive consistently strong feedback from members. Susan provides a first 
class professional service. David Korn: CII Luton and St Albans
I attended Susan’s virtual masterclass on the fear of public speaking and how to overcome this. It was extremely insightful and 
included techniques on breathing, standing and focused on our mindset. Not only did Susan discuss how to conquer this fear but 
also, the background behind it for example: the scientific reason why we are fearful. She gave great examples and explained it in a 
way I could connect with as a law student because she really tailored it to her audience. It was interactive and definitely fun to be 
apart of. I will be keeping an eye out for any more of Susan’s webinars. Gabrielle Coates: Student Barrister



Be seen: be heard: make an Impact VIRTUALLY
Overview: With these changing times, we are all being forced to communicate virtually: conference 
calls, webinars, phone calls, as well as emails. In this interactive workshop, I use the principles 
behind the Superstar Communicator™ methodology to find specific techniques to ensure you are 
making an impact when communicating virtually.
Learning Objectives: The aim of this course is that you will go away with knowledge and practical 
ways to be seen, be heard and make an impact when they speak. This includes:
• Understanding who you are speaking to and ‘what’s in it for them’.
• The variety of virtual platforms you could be speaking on
• Creating clear, concise, focused messages 
• The importance of preparation and ideas for preparing
• How non-verbal communication (body language) play a part in any speaking – even on line
• How we can make it as easy as possible for others to listen to us, by using our voices effectively, 

particularly virtually.



Resilience and looking after yourself in challenging 
times. 

Overview: Many of us are used to working with others in an office or visiting clients face to face. 
Having a daily routine and being able to live fulfilling lives meeting others and participating in 
hobbies. As our working and home lives are being changed drastically, we need to look after our 
physical wellbeing even more – and that of our families. This is focused on your physical, emotional 
and mental wellbeing. This is an interactive workshop with a workbook and a chance to ask 
questions and share good practice.
Learning Objectives: The aim of this course is that you will go away with knowledge and practical 
ways to improve your resilience in these challenging times. This includes:
• Explore what causes you stress and the effects it has on you.
• Share ideas and practices to protect you from the effects of stress, balance with feel good 

chemicals and to ‘recharge your batteries’.
• Techniques to access positive thoughts and emotions  to develop your energy and 

resourcefulness 
• Accessing exercise and hobbies virtually in our current world.
• What you can do to help and support others



Facilitating and contributing to conference calls and 
meetings

Overview: Conference calls and virtual meetings are now the norm. It is an opportunity for individuals to raise their 
credibility by facilitating and managing meeting effectively, as well as contributing in an impactful way. We all have 
experiences of conference calls that haven’t been run well or efficiently. We can change this!
This masterclass includes innovative ways to engage and maintain focus on meetings, in addition to facts about 
concentration in virtual meetings. It also supports individuals who are less confident or inexperienced in using virtual 
meeting platforms, how to prepare and make a positive contribution in remote meetings.
Learning Objectives: The aim of this course is that you will go away with knowledge and practical ways to facilitate and 
contribute in virtual meetings with confidence : This includes:
• Setting clear boundaries on how to behave in meetings and conference calls 
• How to lead effective meetings.
• Tips on managing time
• Facilitate valuable discussion where everyone can contribute whilst being in a virtual environment.
• How to ensure everyone is focused whilst in the virtual ‘room’.
• Tips for structuring a good virtual meeting: including recommendations of content structure and features to use



Leading Teams Virtually
Overview: Remote working is now the normal way of leading teams. Even when 
offices are open again, it is likely teams will work in a hybrid way, with some team 
members in the office: others working remotely. Many leaders find they are 
spending 70% of their working time on virtual calls, and employees report they 
are working longer hours, since they are attending more virtual meetings yet still 
have to complete their work.  This virtual workshop provides techniques to lead 
teams in an effective, focused way, bringing out the best in team members.
Outcomes include:
• How to make working experiences equal for every team member
• Creating work frameworks with focus and efficiency for every meeting
• Developing ways for team members to have ‘watercooler’ moments where 

information can be shared
• Delivery of clear, concise goal setting for projects and meetings



Manage your fear and turn up with confidence
There are situations where we are affected by fear; this could impact on our performance, or we could 
avoid taking up opportunities that could progress our career. In this powerful masterclass, Susan shares 
techniques to understand and manage your fear so you can present the very best version of yourself in 
business situations. Using proven knowledge from Neuroscience as well as her experience as a 
professional musician, Susan delivers invaluable content.
Learning Objectives: The aim of this course is that you will go away with knowledge and practical ways to 
manage your fear in specific business situations. This includes:
• Understand what fear does to your body.
• Creating a safe psychological zone, to ensure you are able to self care.
• Creating awareness of occasions when you are fearful and creating a framework of how to manage this
• Techniques to manage your fear and ensure you are in a calmer state
• Reframe your attitude to fear, and discover how you can use this in a positive way to increase your 

confidence
• Recognise when you are self sabotaging to avoid the fear 



How to Raise your Visibility for Career Success in uncertain times
Overview: How is it that some people rapidly climb the career ladder whilst others – who might be 
equally as good, remain at a lower level? Having studied very successful people; watching their 
behaviour, actions and attitudes, I have identified key engagements these successful people do in 
order to be visible to decision makers.  And in this time where cuts are being made, you want to be 
the go to person: the person who is positively noticed – and I don’t mean the loudest person: the 
last person standing when difficult decisions are made. 
Learning Objectives: The aim of this course is that you will go away with knowledge and practical 
ways to improve your visibility so you are noticed: This includes:
• Participants will have a plan in place of activities they can do in order to raise their credibility, 

profile and visibility within their organisation and industry.
• Plenty of ideas for raising their visibility: virtually – without this being exclusively about social 

media.
• Permission to ‘blow your trumpet’ and tell people your successes and achievements
• Decide what is newsworthy and find the right channels to ensure others notice this
• How working hard is not enough to be noticed in a positive way
• How to build and utilise an invaluable network



Superstar Communicator Interview Skills
Overview: Interviews are being conducted virtually. Even when we are 
able to meet face to face again, recruiters indicate that there will be a 
combination of virtual and face to face interviews. There are a number of 
communication techniques to help you nail an interview: performing with 
credibility and impact. This virtual workshop shares techniques for being 
interviewed. But it is an invaluable workshop for interviewers too.
Outcomes:
• Tips on how to prepare for an interview
• Techniques to manage your nerves before an interview
• Creating impactful and focused answers to interview questions
• The importance of non-verbal communication to build trust, presence 

and credibility



How to use Storytelling in business communication
Using stories in our communication: whether it be speaking, written or using 
social media, is a powerful way to engage and influence your audience. In this 
virtual masterclass, I show you how to use this powerful communication tool to 
capture the attention of others and to motivate them to take action.
Learning Objectives: The aim of this course is that you will go away with 
knowledge and practical ways to improve your storytelling skills. These include:
• Appreciate that using storytelling in your business communication is 

powerful – and not writing a novel!
• What makes a good story
• Why do we tell stories and why do they influence others.
• How we can use stories in spoken conversations; within our social media 

posts and written communication, to engage with our audience
• Tips on structuring stories: adding interest and varied emotions for your 

audience.



Women in Leadership: Effective Communication
Communicating as a leader is a necessary skill for any leader. For female leaders and emerging leaders, these are 
particularly important to ensure you lead, make an impression and engage with your teams. In this interactive 
masterclass Susan will use elements from her Communications methodology, Superstar Communicator™, sharing Top 
Tips to ensure you have presence and impact when communicating as a female leader.
Learning Objectives: The aim of this course is that you will go away with knowledge and practical ways to 
communicate in an impactful and effective way as a leader. This includes:
• Understanding who you are speaking to and what they need to hear but without compromising yourself as a 

leader
• The Power of concise, clear content when you speak and communicate.
• Speaking to your team without undermining your position.
• The use of language and what I call “Ding Dong” words that undermine you as a leader – and eliminating them. 
• Confidence to say what you mean rather than trying to be ‘nice’ and ‘liked’.
• Body language: how this adds positive impact to what you are saying
• Vocal usage: Tips on using your voice as a female leader and be consciously aware of how you use it.



Superstar Communicator Presentation Skills
Overview: Presenting, whether for pitching for investment or ideas; presenting to clients, 
stakeholders or senior management is an essential skill for any ambitious individual. It is 
an opportunity to develop credibility and raise your profile. In this virtual workshop I 
share the secrets of presenting “Superstar Communicator” style.
Outcomes:
• How to prepare for a presentation so you will make a positive impression
• The Why? The purpose of your presentation and how you engage your audience
• What to say and how to say it. Structuring your presentation with simple Superstar 

Communicator techniques
• Tips on the performance side of your presentation
• The power of using stories in your presentations and how to use this technique 

successfully
• Managing your nerves before presenting.



Preparing to be a panellist or conference speaker
VIRTUALLY

Overview: As all live events have been cancelled, there will be a trend for online summits requiring speakers and 
panellists.  Being panellist or speaker is a great way to raise your profile and credibility. As well as general preparation,
there are specific skills required to ensure you shine and present the best version of yourself. 
Learning Objectives: The  aim of this course is that you will go away with knowledge and practical ways to prepare to 
be a panellist or conference speaker in virtual summits and conferences. This includes:
• Understanding the format and what you need technically
• Your checklist of questions to ask an organiser
• Preparation: including practice, managing nerves and mindset preparation
• Tips on delivery of your content so it is impactful to the virtual audience
• Awareness of how you perform; come across and make a positive impact in these virtual situations.



Superstar Communicator Customer Care Skills
Outline: Customer care is essential for any business. Clients and customers are no 
longer loyal to one business unless you treat them well. And communication is key to 
this. In this virtual workshop I show you how to show you value your customers through 
excellent customer care skills – the Superstar Communicator way.
Outcomes:
• How to demonstrate you value your customers
• Recalling receiving poor customer care and how you felt
• How you can learn from this experience so you avoid these mistakes with your 

customers
• Creating different ways for your customers to communicate with you – and how to 

ensure they feel listened to.
• Measuring the positive impact of better customer care including collecting 

testimonials



Superstar Communicator Public Speaking Skills
Overview: Public Speaking is an essential skill for any ambitious individual. Individuals who speak 
at events have the opportunity to demonstrate their knowledge and credibility to a wider audience 
and to raise your profile internally and to your industry. Yet many, many people avoid public 
speaking as they are scared.  In this virtual workshop I share the secrets of Public 
Speaking“Superstar Communicator” style.
Outcomes:
• How to prepare for a speech so you will make a positive impression
• The Why? The purpose of your speech and how you engage your audience
• What to say and how to say it. Structuring your speech with simple Superstar Communicator 

techniques
• Tips on the performance side of your speech including your physical presence and pacing 

yourself
• The power of using stories in your speeches and how to use this technique successfully
• Managing your nerves before speaking.



Assertiveness 
Overview: Many people are worried about being assertive: they believe they are 
coming across as aggressive. Yet everyone has the right to express their needs.  
Being assertive is an essential skill for anyone. Developing excellent assertiveness 
skills makes you a better colleague, team player and human being. 
Learning Objectives: The aim of this course is that you will go away with knowledge 
and practical ways to improve your assertive skills. These include
• Knowing and understanding the difference between being assertive, aggressive 

and non-assertive/passive aggressive
• To challenge the misconceptions and current myths around assertiveness
• Learn and develop the skills to challenge your existing emotional blocks and 

values, so you can be more assertive
• Learn the essential skills to empower you to say what you want and mean
• Learn and develop your ability to use the key steps to being self assertive
• And finally – giving you permission to be assertive



Superstar Communicator Social Media Skills
Overview: Social Media and digital marketing are part of any business’s marketing 
strategy. Posts using images and information are powerful, but to really engage and 
build trust, using spoken communication: videos, podcasts and ‘Lives’ is the most 
powerful way to build business relationships. In this virtual workshop I will share how to 
be a Superstar Communicator on Social Media
Outcomes:
• Why spoken communication on social media is so powerful for human engagement 

on social media
• How and where you can add the ‘human’ connection on social media
• Discovering the purpose of lives, podcasts and videos for your audience and your 

business
• Superstar Communicator top tips on how to make a positive impact on social media 
• Simple techniques to structure your messages
• Repurposing your ‘live’ content



How to have difficult conversations at work
All leaders and managers have difficult conversations at some point in time. Having 
difficult conversations may never be easy, but there are ways to make those 
conversations both productive and as painless as possible. In this interactive masterclass 
I share ways you professionally lead a difficult conversation. 
Learning Objectives: The aim of this webinar is that you will go away with knowledge 
and practical ways to be more effective This includes:
• Techniques on how to be specific in these conversations
• Avoiding being personal when having these conversations
• The power of listening and different listening techniques to use in different 

conversations
• How the language you use impacts the success of the conversation
• Offering solutions rather than allowing a comment or conversation to ’hang’



Network for success
Networking is an essential skill if you wish to raise your profile professionally and/or move your business forward, yet it 
is something many people dread. Being able to create and maintain a strong network is crucial.
This interactive virtual masterclass provides the audience essential skills in face to face and online networking. 
Including meetings strangers, having interesting conversations, when to move on; following up and keeping in touch 
with your network. This masterclass will focus on virtual networking for the foreseeable future.
By the end of this session, delegates will be able to:
• Learn why networking is crucial for personal career success and business success
• How to create a plan and prepare for a networking event
• Planning your network; recognising where there are gaps and how to fill them with valuable contacts
• Discovering which network events - and other events that will be appropriate and valuable for you to attend and 

invest money in
• Having conversations and knowing when to move on to a new conversation
• The essential part of networking: the follow ups and keeping in touch with people
• Networking online: some clear tips



How to demonstrate and develop credibility
There are situations in business where we need to demonstrate your credibility or personal impact. 
This gives clients, prospects, stakeholders, colleagues and senior staff more confidence in your 
abilities. In this virtual workshop I share key characteristics of credibility and how to use it in an 
authentic way in business conversations. I also build your awareness of how your presence and 
confidence plays a role in credibility, even  when you are not speaking.
Learning Objectives: The aim of this course is that you will go away with knowledge and practical 
solutions to use gravitas and personal impact authentically . This includes:
• Understand what credibility is and how to demonstrate it
• Become aware of how you respond to questions and requests from others
• Discover how positive body language can positively increase your credibility.
• Create a positive first impression 
• Improving your communication skills so that you show credibility in different business settings.
• s.



Business and Commercial English Virtual Masterclasses
We are leading trainers in Business and Commercial English: our masterclasses and individual 
training are much sought after. We recognize that there are many highly valued, talented  
employees who need support to build their confidence to be the best they can be in business 
conversations. We are now delivering bespoke virtual workshops/virtual masterclasses to empower 
these talented individuals. Working with you we create either a one off webinar or series to support 
their development.
Outcomes: This is based on your requirements, but typical outcomes include:
• Increasing knowledge of suitable business vocabulary
• Tricks to speak more clearly
• Discovering the ‘rhythm’ of the English language and how we can use this to speak clearly
• Idioms and sayings that you can use 
• Pronunciation of specific sounds
• Building confidence
• How to manage your nerves and fear before an important meeting.



What is included:
Includes: Blended learning materials for participants who are 
interested in more information, accessed via the Superstar 
Communicator APP (free and you do not need to register to 
access this).
The virtual workshops and masterclasses  are available as 60 or 
90 minutes. The slides are available afterwards, and CPD 
certificates are available to participants.



About Susan
Susan Heaton-Wright is an impact, communications and speaking expert for emerging 
leaders and the creator of the Superstar Communicator™ methodology. She is an 
international speaker; the MD of award winning music company, Viva Live Music, 
podcaster and a former prize winning international opera singer. She is an expert in 
virtual communication; is a remote speaker and delivers CPD accredited webinars and 
coaching virtually. Susan studied on the Neuroscience Professional Development 
Programme accredited by the British Psychological Society, enabling her to deliver 
high quality content with reference to a real understanding of how individuals’ brains 
impact individuals’ behaviour.
She has delivered seminars, workshops, webinars and individual training for many 
companies including Astra Zeneca, Shell, Microsoft,  AXA, Deloitte, RBS, Invesco, the 
NHS and Quintiles. As a CPD accredited speaker and virtual speaker, she regularly 
delivers speeches and seminars to lawyers, accountants and finance professionals, as 
well as leaders and emerging leaders in organisations. Many of her clients go on to be 
interviewed on Sky News and BBC as well as speaking at industry conferences. She is 
regularly interviewed on BBC Radio Five Live; BBC2, local radios and international 
podcasts. Susan has contributed to articles in Forbes, The Guardian, Huffington Post, 
Thrive Global, The Scotsman and trade publications. In 2020, she was named as an 
#ialso 100 top inspirational female entrepreneurs in UK.
Susan is a Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society, The Royal Society of Arts and the 
Incorporated Society of Musicians. She leads a project of musicians in Greece annually, 
to deliver music workshops to refugees in Athens as part of the ‘Love without Borders’ 
charity.



Contact Us
We would be delighted to discuss your virtual training 
requirements. Please call +44 (0) 1438 718 509 or email
Enquiries@superstarcommunicator.com
Book a call through our calendar.
Twitter: @superstarcomms
Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/in/susanheatonwright
Podcast: Superstar Communicator
Youtube: Superstar Communicator

mailto:Enquiries@superstarcommunicator.com
https://crm.connectably.com/schedule?id=CbJRvGxIXbdZCk88KuCpYHUc4DHOAsSgf0z25uix444GO4G9EC
http://www.linkedin.com/in/susanheatonwright
http://superstarcommunicator.libsyn.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4G6RL7O1PosqvaoUQ7Esrg?view_as=subscriber

